PHIL BLACKWELL
SENIOR TUBA
RECITAL

Program

Andante and Rondo
from Concerto for Double Bass Antonio Capuzzi
(1755-1818)

Andante
Rondo
Feat. Yeojin Seol
piano

Suite for
Unaccompanied Tuba
Walter S. Hartley
(1927)

1. Intrada
2. Valse: Allegro non Troppo
3. Air: Andante
4. Galop: Presto

Aria of the King Rene
from the Opera “Lolanta” P. I. Tchaikowsky
(1840-1893)

Feat. Yeojin Seol
piano

**There will be a 10-minute intermission**
Program

Andante and Rondo
from Concerto for Double Bass Antonio Capuzzi (1755-1818)

Andante
Rondo Feat Yeojin Seol piano

Suite for Unaccompanied Tuba
1. Intrada
2. Valse: Allegro non Troppo
3. Air: Andante
4. Galop: Presto

Walter S. Hartley (1927)

Aria of the King Rene
from the Opera “Lolanta” P. I. Tchaikowsky (1840-1893)

Feat. Yeojin Seol piano

**There will be a 10-minute intermission**
Sonata for Bass Tuba and Piano
Thomas Beversdorf (1924-1981)

I. Allegro con moto
II. Allegretto con grazioso e espression
III. Allegro con brio
feat. Yeojin Seol piano

Summertime
George Gershwin (1898-1937)
Arr.: Klaus Dietrich
Feat. Alexandra Pallad horn
Connor Sample drums

Love is Here to Stay
George Gershwin (1898-1937)
Arr.: Klaus Dietrich
Feat. Alexandra Pallad horn
Connor Sample drums

Somebody Loves Me
George Gershwin (1898-1937)
Arr.: Klaus Dietrich
Feat. Alexandra Pallad horn
Connor Sample drums Charles J. Smith clarinet voice

Sinch by the inch, hard by the yard Charlie’s Trolley
Feat. Izy Brewer clarinet
Melanie Pino voice
Connor Sample drums Charlie Smith piano

Out of respect for the performers and those audience members around you, please turn all beepers, cell phones and watches to their silent mode. Thank you.
Sonata for Bass Tuba and Piano
Thomas Beversdorf (1924-1981)
I. Allegro con moto
II. Allegretto con grazioso e espressione
III. Allegro con brio
   feat. Yeojin Seol

Summertime
   George Gershwin (1898-1937)
   Arr.: Klaus Dietrich
   Feat. Alexandra Pallad
   Connor Sample
   piano

Love is Here to Stay
   George Gershwin (1898-1937)
   Arr.: Klaus Dietrich
   Feat. Alexandra Pallad
   Connor Sample
   horn
   drums

Somebody Loves Me
   George Gershwin (1898-1937)
   Arr.: Klaus Dietrich
   Feat. Alexandra Pallad
   Connor Sample
   horn
   drums

Sinch by the inch, hard by the yard Charlie’s Trolley
   Feat. Izy Brewer
   Melanie Pino
   Connor Sample
   Charlie Smith
   clarinet
   voice
   drums
   piano

Out of respect for the performers and those audience members around you, please turn all beepers, cell phones and watches to their silent mode. Thank you.